Assessing the potential impact of non-proprietary drug copies on quality of medicine and treatment in patients with relapsing multiple sclerosis: the experience with fingolimod
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Background: Fingolimod is a once-daily oral treatment for relapsing multiple sclerosis, the proprietary production processes of which are tightly controlled, owing to its susceptibility to contamination by impurities, including genotoxic impurities. Many markets produce nonproprietary medicines; assessing their efficacy and safety is difficult as regulators may approve nonproprietary drugs without bioequivalence data, genotoxic evaluation, or risk management plans (RMPs). This assessment is especially important for fingolimod given its solubility/bioavailability profile, genotoxicity risk, and low-dose final product (0.5 mg). This paper presents an evaluation of the quality of proprietary and nonproprietary fingolimod variants.

Methods: Proprietary fingolimod was used as a reference substance against which eleven nonproprietary fingolimod copies were assessed. The microparticle size distribution of each compound was assessed by laser light diffraction, and inorganic impurity content by sulfated ash testing. Heavy metals content was quantified using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry, and levels of unspecified impurities by high-performance liquid chromatography. Solubility was assessed in a range of solvents at different pH values. Key information from the fingolimod RMP is also presented.

Results: Nonproprietary fingolimod variants exhibited properties out of proprietary or internationally accepted specifications, including differences in particle size distribution and levels of impurities such as heavy metals. For microparticle size and heavy metals, all tested fingolimod copies were out-of-specification by several-fold magnitudes. Proprietary fingolimod has a well-defined RMP, highlighting known and potential mid- to long-term safety risks, and risk-minimization and pharmacovigilance procedures.

Conclusion: Nonproprietary fingolimod copies produced by processes less well controlled than or altered from proprietary production processes may reduce product reproducibility and quality, potentially presenting risks to patients. Safety data and risk-minimization strategies for proprietary fingolimod may not apply to the nonproprietary fingolimod copies evaluated here. Market authorization of nonproprietary fingolimod copies should require an appropriate RMP to minimize risks to patients.
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Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic, inflammatory neurodegenerative disorder that takes either progressive or relapsing forms. It is associated with significant long-term physical and cognitive disability. There are several treatment options that can delay...
the progress of this loss of function and modify the course of the disease. Access to high-quality medicines is essential for all patients; substandard-quality medicines have the potential to cause unexpected side effects or to fail to slow disease progression, which are particularly negative effects in chronic diseases such as MS. The relapsing form of MS is treated with different disease-modifying therapies, including beta-interferons, glatiramer acetate, natalizumab, fingolimod, and teriflunomide. Fingolimod, a once-daily oral sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor modulator, was initially approved in 2010 for the treatment of relapsing MS, and its efficacy has been established across all four measures of disease activity (relapse rate, magnetic resonance imaging outcomes, brain volume loss, and disability progression). Fingolimod has also shown superior efficacy to an established injectable disease-modifying therapy, intramuscular interferon beta-1a.2

Fingolimod is a small molecule that binds with high affinity to four of the five known sphingosine-1-phosphate receptors. It acts on the peripheral immune system by redirecting lymphocytes to lymphoid tissues, thereby keeping pathogenic lymphocytes out of the central nervous system; it also exerts effects directly within the central nervous system.3 Owing to its specific mechanisms of action, precise controls are required in fingolimod manufacture in order to ensure consistent and predictable treatment outcomes.

The production of fingolimod employs tightly controlled processes and good manufacturing practices to ensure batch-to-batch reproducibility, content uniformity, and product stability, which contribute to a manageable benefit/risk profile. This is important because fingolimod is incompatible with many excipients and the dose in the final product is low (0.5 mg). The potential for the formation of impurities is of particular concern because a chemical used in the initial phase of the manufacturing process has genotoxic properties. The proprietary manufacturer has designed the production process, controls, and quality testing to ensure that genotoxic impurity levels in fingolimod are substantially below the threshold of toxicological concern established by the International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH).4 For relapsing MS, consistency of the final product is especially important, owing to the unpredictability of relapse occurrence, lack of validated biomarkers to determine fingolimod dose insufficiency, and the irreversible brain volume loss and disability progression associated with the disease.

In some localities, such as China, South Asia, Eastern Europe, Africa, and Latin America, nonproprietary versions of drugs are widely manufactured; in addition, regulatory requirements, such as the need for bioequivalence testing or product quality evaluation, including impurity and genotoxicity studies, are often less stringent than in regions such as the USA or European Union. In certain countries, generic versions of proprietary drugs and copies are considered to be in the same category, and the latter are approved by some health authorities. The crucial difference, however, is that the term “generic drug” refers to variants of proprietary drugs that undergo bioequivalence and quality testing, which is not necessarily the case for those termed as “copies”. Although copies contain the same active ingredient, concentration, pharmaceutical form, and dosage as the proprietary and generic drugs, they do not necessarily meet quality specifications set by the relevant regulatory bodies, which may potentially impact their effectiveness and safety profile. In addition, some medications (including fingolimod) are sensitive to varying levels of temperature and humidity, and so need very specific storage and transportation conditions. Therefore, a nonproprietary drug may not be bioequivalent to the proprietary version, or of equal quality. As mentioned, the availability of high-quality medicines is essential for patients.

Although nonproprietary therapies can appear attractive owing to their low acquisition price, this may be offset by the potential risks, such as lack of treatment efficacy or unexpected safety issues from impurities or altered bioavailability, arising from poor quality control in excipient selection, manufacturing processes, and packaging.

This study presents a quality evaluation of proprietary fingolimod and several nonproprietary fingolimod copies for particle size distributions, and the content of inorganic materials and heavy metals. In addition, the need for bioequivalence testing as a consequence of the Biopharmaceuticals Classification System (BCS) class 2 behavior of fingolimod and its mid- to long-term safety-monitoring program are addressed in the context of the potential implications for nonproprietary fingolimod.

**Methods**

**Drugs tested**

Fingolimod manufactured under the patent holder’s proprietary method was used as the reference substance for each test. Eleven nonproprietary fingolimod drug variants were obtained from different manufacturers in the People’s Republic of China via the public trade process. All tests were performed by Novartis International Pharmaceutical Branch Ireland.

**Microparticle size testing**

Several drops of a dispersing liquid (1% Span 80 [Sigma-Aldrich Co, St Louis, MO, USA] in n-hexadecane
[EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA]) were added to 0.1 g of each test substance in a cuvette, and then mixed with a vortex to form a smooth and homogeneous paste. Further dispersion liquid was added to dilute the paste to a final volume of 3–6 mL before mixing again. Following the preparation of the test dispersion, the cumulative volume distribution was determined using a Sympatec HELOS laser diffraction sensor (Sympatec GmbH, Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany) with focal length of 50 mm, optical concentration of at least 5%, and measurement duration of 20 seconds. The particle size for each test substance was determined at the undersize values of 10%, 50%, and 90% (X_{10}, X_{50}, and X_{90}, respectively) from the cumulative volume distribution. Owing to the limited availability of some nonproprietary fingolimod variants, only ten were tested.

**Sulfated ash testing**

Sulfated ash testing was used to measure the amount of inorganic impurities present in proprietary fingolimod and each nonproprietary test substance. Approximately 1 g ± 1 mg of each test substance was weighed into a platinum crucible that had been ignited to a constant weight. The test substance was then saturated with concentrated sulfuric acid, the crucible carefully heated until the test substance carbonized, then slow heating continued until production of most of the sulfurous fumes ceased. The crucible was then ignited, allowed to cool, and the residue weighed. The procedure was repeated until the residue attained constant mass or until the mass was lower than the threshold for out-of-specification levels of inorganic impurities.

**Heavy metals testing**

Heavy metals testing was conducted to assess the presence of nickel (Ni), lead (Pb), palladium (Pd), iron (Fe), copper (Cu), and zinc (Zn) using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (Varian Vista-PRO; Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). The cut-off threshold was not more than 10 parts per million (ppm) for the total of all six heavy metals. Of the eleven nonproprietary fingolimod drugs, only three were tested for the presence of heavy metals owing to limited availability.

The test substance (0.2 g) was weighed in a digestion tube, and 4 mL of nitric acid plus 0.2 mL of perchloric acid were added. Digestion was performed using closed-vessel decomposition at 250°C–260°C for at least 45 minutes in a high-pressure autoclave (UltraCLAVE; Milestone Inc., Shelton, CT, USA). Once complete, the digestion apparatus was allowed to cool, the digestion tubes were opened, and the contents were made up to 10.0 mL with water after the addition of 0.1 mL of the stock internal standard solution (the concentration of each element in the standard stock solution was 0.1 μg/mL). Readings were then taken using a Varian Vista-PRO spectrometer (Agilent Technologies Inc.). The presence of individual metals in the test samples was determined from a peak at the relevant wavelength for each metal; the concentration of each metal analyte (ppm) was calculated by multiplying the analyte concentration in the test solution (μg/mL), the volume of test solution (mL), and the dilution factor, then dividing that value by the test sample mass (g). If the total for all metals assessed in a test substance exceeded 10 ppm, the test substance was considered to be out-of-specification based on proprietary specifications.

**Unspecified impurities**

Testing for the presence of nonspecific impurities was conducted using high-performance liquid chromatography with ultraviolet light detection. Two reference solutions were prepared: for the first, 30 mg±0.01 mg fingolimod hydrochloride (HCl) was weighed into a 50 mL volumetric flask, then dissolved in and diluted to volume with solvent (mobile phase A [water with 0.1% phosphoric acid] and mobile phase B [acetonitrile] 1:1 v/v). For the second reference solution, 5.0 mL of the first reference solution was diluted to 50 mL with solvent, then 2.5 mL of the resulting solution was diluted to 50.0 mL with solvent (corresponding to a 0.5% solution). Peak areas for specified impurities as well as for any unspecified impurity in the chromatogram of the test solution and the peak area of fingolimod HCl in the second reference solution were then determined, and the percentage content for each of the defined peaks and any unspecified impurity was calculated.

**Solubility**

The solubility of fingolimod was quantified using a range of solvents (Table 1).

| Table 1 Solvents used for fingolimod solubility testing |
|------------------------------------------|------------------|
| Solvent/buffer              | pH (when applicable) |
| Deionized water            | N/A              |
| 0.1 N HCl                  | 1.0              |
| Acetate buffer             | 4.0              |
| Acetate buffer             | 5.0              |
| Phosphate buffer           | 6.8              |
| Borate buffer              | 8.0              |
| n-Octanol                  | N/A              |

**Abbreviation:** N/A, not applicable.
Risk monitoring and minimization
Fingolimod has a well-defined risk management plan (RMP). In addition to background information on MS pathophysiology, epidemiology, and treatment, the program provides a database of key safety findings from preclinical and clinical studies as well as from real-world experience with fingolimod. The RMP describes potential and identified safety risks associated with fingolimod that result from adverse effects or interaction with other pharmaceutical agents; key patient populations for which data are lacking are also identified. The information is updated regularly in order to incorporate new safety information and risk-minimization strategies as they become available.

One particular area of importance in this context is the initial pharmacodynamic effect of fingolimod on heart rate. Fingolimod induces a transient dose-dependent reduction in heart rate. With the proprietary fingolimod 0.5 mg formulation, this effect is well described and mostly benign, with less than 1% of patients reporting symptomatic bradycardia. However, nonproprietary formulations could potentially show different results and present a risk to the patient.

Results
Microparticle size
All of the nonproprietary fingolimod copies tested (ten samples) were found to be out-of-specification relative to fingolimod, with out-of-specification magnitudes observed as high as five-fold in excess of proprietary fingolimod (Table 2).

### Table 2  Microparticle size distributions for fingolimod and nonproprietary fingolimod copies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>X_{10} (≥1 μm)</th>
<th>X_{50} (≤12 μm)</th>
<th>X_{90} (≤25 μm)</th>
<th>Out-of-specification (Yes/No)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proprietary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fingolimod</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 5</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant 11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** All values are expressed as percentages unless otherwise stated. X_{10}, X_{50}, and X_{90} refer to the laser light diffraction at the undersized values of 10%, 50%, and 90%.

Sulfated ash, heavy metals, and unspecified impurities
Testing for impurities revealed that nonproprietary fingolimod copies contained levels of impurities that ranged from three-fold to 20-fold higher than those present in fingolimod produced using the proprietary manufacturing procedures. Depending on the test used, 46%–100% of fingolimod copies exceeded the acceptable impurity level threshold. The findings are summarized in Table 3, and presented in greater detail in Figures 1–3.

Sulfated ash
Sulfated ash testing showed eight of eleven nonproprietary fingolimod variants to be out-of-specification, with the variant that was furthest out-of-specification yielding eight-fold higher levels of inorganic impurities than the out-of-specification threshold (Figure 1).

Heavy metals
Testing for heavy metals was carried out on only four drugs (proprietary fingolimod and three nonproprietary fingolimod variants) owing to limited availability of nonproprietary copies. All three fingolimod variants tested were found to have a heavy metals content over 10 ppm, meaning that they were out of specification. The largest magnitude of difference between a nonproprietary fingolimod variant and the threshold was a greater than three-fold higher heavy metals content (for variants 1 and 10) (Figure 2).

Unspecified impurities
High-performance liquid chromatography testing for unspecified impurities revealed that five of eleven fingolimod copies exceeded the out-of-specification threshold. The furthest out-of-specification copy was variant 5, which contained impurity levels approximately 20-fold higher than the acceptable threshold (Figure 3).

Solubility
Proprietary fingolimod was found to have an extremely low solubility in neutral pH media (<0.01 mg/mL in pH 6.8 phosphate buffer [at both 25°C and 37°C]), although it was freely soluble in highly acidic conditions (pH 1.0 0.1 N HCl) and in deionized water.

Risk monitoring of fingolimod
The RMP examines identified and potential safety issues and their management, and is updated regularly based on new safety data derived from postmarketing and
ongoing studies. Gaps in current knowledge are identified, such as patient subgroups that are less well studied. Risks to health from potential or identified drug-related adverse effects and the prevalence and severity of such effects are addressed in detail. Potential metabolic pathways and medicinal products that fingolimod may interact with are also discussed. Information on risk-minimization procedures, the general pharmacovigilance strategy, and ongoing and proposed safety studies is presented. The fingolimod RMP provides significant benefit to patients and regulators by providing clear, detailed information on various aspects of the use of fingolimod. The RMP has also enabled incorporation of post-approval safety data; these data are collected from a larger number of patients than are included in clinical trials and also have the advantage of relating to the real-world setting. Furthermore, the RMPs are a requirement of regulatory authorities in certain localities, and they can prove useful in supporting changes to the marketing authorization that may be needed in the future.

Unfortunately, in many countries, regulatory agencies do not have a comprehensive system of pharmacovigilance, and the task of monitoring the safety and efficacy of products is carried out by the holders of market authorization.

**Discussion**

The technical development of proprietary fingolimod required a precise analytical approach during research and development, as well as adherence to good manufacturing practices to ensure batch-to-batch consistency, blend and content uniformity, and quality and stability of the final product. Storage and transportation in the post-manufacture phase are critical to maintaining these characteristics, owing to the sensitivity of fingolimod to changes in temperature and humidity. Since the dose strength of fingolimod is low (0.5 mg), qualifying as a specialized pharmaceutical dose form according to some health authority definitions, blend and content uniformity of the product are critical parameters for achieving the controlled efficacy and safety profile. These considerations are particularly important in the case of therapies for diseases that are classed as a high sanitary risk, such as MS. Sanitary risk is defined as the appearance or possibility of disease complications that may be life-threatening or that endanger the physical or mental integrity of the patient, and/or produce serious adverse reactions.

**Table 3** Summary of impurity testing results for nonproprietary fingolimod variants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Out-of-specification range</th>
<th>Out-of-specification magnitude</th>
<th>Proportion of total drugs found to be out-of-specification (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sulfated ash</td>
<td>Proprietary</td>
<td>0.13%–0.91%</td>
<td>Up to 8-fold larger</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy metals</td>
<td>Proprietary</td>
<td>26–32 ppm</td>
<td>Up to 3-fold larger</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified impurities</td>
<td>ICH guidelines</td>
<td>0.18%–2.18%</td>
<td>Up to 20-fold larger</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ICH, International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use; ppm, parts per million.

**Figure 1** Sulfated ash test results for fingolimod and eleven nonproprietary fingolimod variants.

**Note:** Dashed red line shows out-of-specification threshold (0.1%).
This study has evaluated nonproprietary fingolimod copies manufactured by eleven different producers in the People’s Republic of China compared with proprietary fingolimod for parameters anticipated to be of critical importance for product quality. The key findings are that the nonproprietary fingolimod copies were all out-of-specification, often by a substantial degree, for at least one quality criterion: microparticle size, content of heavy metals, unspecified impurities, or inorganic materials. These substandard drugs could potentially impact on treatment efficacy and safety via alterations in bioavailability or because of unexpected toxicities.

Differences between proprietary and nonproprietary drugs can arise from a variety of sources, such as manufacturing procedures, changes in the composition of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API), packaging, degradation of the product (eg, due to temperature changes), inadequate quality controls, and deviation from good manufacturing practices. Particle size changes could impact on product solubility (smaller particles have a higher surface-area-to-volume ratio, and dissolve more quickly) and absorption, hence affecting drug bioavailability.\textsuperscript{6–9} This potentially affects the efficacy and safety profile, which may lead to treatment below the expected therapeutic level (in cases of reduced bioavailability) and/or increased risk of adverse effects for the patient (in cases of increased bioavailability). The latter may include new signals not reported for proprietary fingolimod, or an increased incidence of known adverse effects that have a low incidence with the 0.5 mg proprietary formulation but that are known to have a dose-dependent effect. The larger particles found in variants may also be more likely to be affected by diet. It is established that the pharmacodynamics of proprietary fingolimod are unaffected by food intake,\textsuperscript{10,11} which is thought to be in part a function of its small particle size.\textsuperscript{11} Therefore, the variant forms of fingolimod tested in this study may display different properties from the proprietary form in the presence or absence of food, a phenomenon that has been documented for other drugs.\textsuperscript{12–14}

This study also assessed the presence of heavy metals, inorganic materials, and unspecified impurities. Some metal ions, such as zinc and copper, are essential for normal physiological functioning;\textsuperscript{15,16} however, excess intake or the ingestion of nonessential metals such as cadmium,
lead, and mercury may pose risks to health. Elevated copper, zinc, and iron levels are associated with neurological disorders such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, while lead exposure has been implicated in reproductive problems, impaired neurological functioning and development, and hypertension. Manufacturing vessels, packaging, and storage or production conditions such as ultraviolet light or heat can all cause or exacerbate the leaching of metal ions into the pharmaceutical product. In this study, all of the nonproprietary fingolimod variants tested were above the proprietary threshold of 10 ppm for heavy metals, with two variants showing values more than three times this value.

As with heavy metals, other inorganic materials such as solvents, reagents, ligands, catalysts, metals, and salts can enter pharmaceutical products via manufacturing processes, vessels, or packaging. Eight of eleven (73%) nonproprietary fingolimod copies tested exceeded the out-of-specification threshold for inorganic materials, with the highest out-of-specification value found to be eight times higher than the accepted proprietary threshold. Similarly, five of eleven (45%) fingolimod copies exceeded the ICH threshold for unspecified impurities. The presence of impurities that are out-of-specification could potentially result in unexpected side effects, either from the impurity itself or via an impact on the API, which could affect therapeutic efficacy or introduce unexpected toxicities.

In addition to the impurities tested in this study, proprietary fingolimod genotoxic impurity levels are substantially below the threshold of toxicological concern established by the ICH. To that effect, it is important to perform a comprehensive risk assessment, using the most precise and up-to-date analytical techniques, to minimize the risk of product contamination by impurities, in particular potentially genotoxic impurities, that may arise from starting materials, process intermediates, related impurities, and reagents.

Another essential attribute of fingolimod is stability. A comprehensive range of standard excipient-testing studies was employed in the development process of fingolimod; several excipients tested led to the appearance of degradation products. Degradation products potentially decrease the amount of drug available in each formulation, which may have an impact on treatment efficacy. Appropriate excipients are also critical for manufacturing robustness and reproducibility, and the product’s performance. It should therefore be a standard part of the regulatory approval process to undertake 2 years of real-time stability studies of nonproprietary fingolimod to determine product shelf-life.

Profling of fingolimod in the context of the BCS has shown that fingolimod has atypical biopharmaceutical behavior. It has an extremely low solubility in neutral pH media (less than 0.01 mg/mL at pH 6.8 at 25°C and 37°C), although fingolimod permeability could not be measured owing to its intrinsic characteristics; however, its bioavailability is relatively high (>90%). This could suggest BCS class 2 behavior (ie, low solubility, high permeability). This atypical profile re-emphasizes the necessity for health authorities to require bioequivalence testing before approval of nonproprietary fingolimod variants. Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic studies have also demonstrated that proprietary fingolimod displays a slow absorption rate, with a broad absorption phase and a maximum concentration generally reached at about 16 hours post-administration. Orally administered fingolimod phosphate results in a sharp increase in concentration, with maximum concentration reached after approximately 6–8 hours; terminal half-lives for both forms of fingolimod are about 6–9 days. These characteristics again support the necessity for bioequivalence testing in order to obtain approval for any nonproprietary variants of fingolimod. According to the World Health Organization, in vivo bioequivalence testing is essential for drugs whose API is highly sensitive (eg, because of agents used in manufacturing or impurities), or that are at high risk of differences in therapeutic efficacy resulting from variation in bioavailability from the originator drug. Such testing is required in the USA and European Union for approval of generic medicines; however, nonproprietary copy medicines are made available in other markets without conducting such studies.

In addition, it is unclear whether an RMP is available for any nonproprietary fingolimod copies. In some regions, RMPs are submitted as part of the application for marketing authorization of a drug or when significant changes are made to the marketing authorization of an approved drug. RMPs aim to provide a proactive means of dealing with drug-related safety issues, as opposed to merely reactively collecting data. As is standard for drugs produced by the proprietor, fingolimod has an extensive and well-developed RMP that is updated regularly to incorporate new data. As discussed, the significant microparticle size distribution differences between fingolimod and nonproprietary fingolimod copies, and the high levels and wide range of impurities present in the latter, suggest that strategies and information outlined in the fingolimod RMP may not be directly applicable to medicines containing nonproprietary fingolimod. The overall effect of this is that treatment disruptions or discontinuations become more likely with
the use of nonproprietary fingolimod copies, resulting in the loss of expected treatment effects; this could potentially result in failure to slow disability, or cause additional or more extreme side effects.

In summary, substandard drug copies are an important public health issue, with both clinical and economic implications. Patients may be placed at risk if they take nonproprietary fingolimod variants that fail to meet proprietary and internationally accepted specifications for quality parameters, such as impurities or particle-size distributions, or that may potentially employ poorly controlled or altered manufacturing processes. In addition, the solubility, bioavailability, and pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic profile of the proprietary fingolimod API make it important that producers of nonproprietary fingolimod establish bioequivalence and efficacy of their APIs. This, and implementation of RMPs, should be essential to obtain approval from health authorities across the globe, because it cannot be assumed that data for the originator drug will be applicable to nonproprietary versions.
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